* GREEN GROW THE RUSHES-o"
the pony passed on. Presently it was followed by a large armoured
car driven by a girl. The river spell was broken, and the two foreign
youngsters started to joke and chatter and to laugh boisterously,
zigzagging the dinghy all across the stream from the edge of the
lawn to the towing-path, enjoying the disturbance they made. A
bomber rushed through the air overhead. War and peace—I
cannot tell how I received the impression, but I knew that the two
boys in the dinghy had been through some contrasting hell before
they reached sanctuary, and could not as yet, not quite as yet, take
river fun carelessly for granted as Hugo had, duck-shooting in
Suffolk during his Christmas holidays.
Still, and without any ironic bitterness this time, take the thanks
of a boy—for sanctuary.
The Thames also supplied the only instance in my rough notes
of what history calls: "rude and licentious soldiery". I had been
waiting in hushed expectation all through this war for a personal
encounter with the English "rude and licentious**; but down the
length and breadth of the county they did not seem to exist, and I
had almost given them up as a legend, started perhaps by three or four
badly-behaved fellows in the Wars of the Roses: a bold Yorkist
who took advantage of a pretty Lancastrian maiden when she
gave him the come-hither but not too hither. My final hope had
been during some big manoeuvres in Berkshire, when about three
dozen men of the ooth Field Regiment, R.A., had been billeted
on us in the cottage at Ruston Copthall; and after asking courteous
permission several times, made themselves comfortable in the
garage and round the kitchen premises. Naturally we expected
at any moment that they would become "rude and licentious**,
but they remained in their general behaviour like the prize class
in a girls* school, obedient to their form-mistress and their prefects.
Indeed, it was very disappointing! I had a secretary and a friend
staying with me, aged eighteen and twenty-eight, comely young
women ; but the rude and licentious soldiery never even lifted
their eyes except for a modest "thank you** when given a glass
of beer or a cup of tea. Always they carried it away to drink out
of sight behind the barn, and duly returned it, washed, with another
polite "thank you**. After four disappointing days of this sort of
thing, four evenings when after a stroll we picked our way home
over die camping—ground of weary bodies lying full length between
our gates and the porch, their orders came suddenly to move on.
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